GENETICS for the WORLD

618.473.2325
CedarRidgeGenetics.com
At CEDAR RIDGE GENETICS, we take pride in producing the best quality swine genetics in the world. We are also proud of the fact that we do our very best to satisfy every customer; treat them fairly and with respect. For many years we have been one of the leading exporters of swine genetics from the United States. We can supply purebred Landrace, Yorkshire, Duroc, Hampshire and Berkshire breeding animals for nucleus-level grandparent seedstock replacements. We also have Landrace x Yorkshire F1 females available for whiteline parent stock replacements.

CEDAR RIDGE GENETICS is your destination for all your breeding animal needs. We look forward to your next visit!

Welcome to our INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS

Through the years, we have been exporting top-quality swine seedstock to numerous countries around the world through multiple export companies. If you have questions about importing our swine, please contact:

Mike Grohmann – Owner Cell: 618.791.7904
Freddie Grohmann – Owner Cell: 618.791.4361

618.473.2325

A BALANCED PROGRAM EQUALS MORE TOTAL PROFIT

At CEDAR RIDGE GENETICS, we are confident that when you consider all things including productivity, longevity, growth rate, feed efficiency, carcass yield, loin depth and lean muscle content into an overall evaluation, our genetic program will excel and provide maximum profit potential for any modern production system. Put us to the test!

Our complete program consists of purebred, nucleus-level grandparent boars and gilts of the following breeds: Landrace, Yorkshire, Duroc, Hampshire and Berkshire. These genetics can be accessed through live animal purchase and fresh semen sales.

Our terminal program consists of our ProfitMAX parent-stock females bred to our high-caliber ProfitMAX terminal boars. Access to the ProfitMAX terminal lines is available through fresh semen purchases from our boar studs, or by direct purchase of young elite A.I.-quality boars or natural service boars.

Through the years, we have been exporting top-quality swine seedstock to numerous countries around the world through multiple export companies. If you have questions about importing our swine, please contact:

Mike Grohmann – Owner Cell: 618.791.7904
Freddie Grohmann – Owner Cell: 618.791.4361

618.473.2325

ProfitMAX MATERNAL FEMALES

America’s Elite Whiteline Female
ProfitMAX Maternal Females excel in number born, weaning weights, longevity and durability. They also maintain adequate loin depth and muscle volume in an excellent, long and deep-bodied design.

America’s Elite Terminal Line Sires
ProfitMAX Terminal Boars have offspring that excel in growth, yield, loin depth, lean muscle content and most importantly, feed efficiency. They are sound, tough, durable and aggressive.

Available through semen or boar purchases.

To receive data on ProfitMAX productivity potential and details on pricing, contact:

• Mike Grohmann – Owner Cell: 618.791.7904
• Freddie Grohmann – Owner Cell: 618.791.4361

618.473.2325

CedarRidgeGenetics.com
NATIONS TOP SELLER OF LANDRACE FOR 40 YEARS • OVER PURE LITTERS • NUMEROUS SOWS OVER 125 SPI AND 125 AND GILTS SCANNED AND TESTED FOR BF, LE AND DAYS THROUGH THE STAGES INDEXING PROGRAM • INDIVIDUAL LANDRACE HAVE BIG LITTERS OF LARGE, VIGOROUS

800 LANDRACE SOWS WITH OVER HALF BEING BRED FOR MLI ON STAGES • NUMEROUS BLOOD LINES • ALL BOARS TO 250 LBS. PRODUCING FAST GENETIC IMPROVEMENT BIRTH WEIGHTS TAKEN ON ALL PUREBRED PIGS • OUR PIGS AT BIRTH AND ARE HEAVY MILKERS
ONE OF THE NATIONS TOP SELLERS OF YORKSHIRES FOR HALF BEING BRED FOR PURE LITTERS • NUMEROUS SOWS BLOODLINES • ALL BOARS AND GILTS SCANNED AND GENETIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH THE STAGES INDEXING PUREBRED PIGS • OUR YORKSHIRES HAVE LARGE LITTERS AND

OVER 25 YEARS • OVER 800 YORKSHIRE SOWS WITH OVER OVER 125 SPI AND 125 MLI ON STAGES • NUMEROUS TESTED FOR BF, LE AND DAYS TO 250 LBS. PRODUCING FAST PROGRAM • INDIVIDUAL BIRTH WEIGHTS TAKEN ON ALL ARE SOUND, TOUGHER, DURABLE AND HAVE EXTRA LONGEVITY

HOME FARM BOAR STUD
(We have 2 boar studs with a total combined capacity of 117)

BOAR STUD #2

CUSTOMER SELECTION AT BOAR TEST BARN VIEWING RAMP
Personal selection is available provided customer is away from pigs the day before selection.

2,500 HD GILT TEST BARN

CedarRidgeGenetics.com
APPROXIMATELY 250 DUROC SOWS ALL BRED FOR PUREBRED TSI ON STAGES• ALL BOARS AND GILTS SCANNED AND GENETIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH THE STAGES INDEXING WITH MOST RETAINED HERDSIRES WEIGHING MORE THAN BODIED • THICK MUSCLED • SOUND • TOUGH • DURABLE

LITTERS • NUMEROUS HERD SIRES AND SOWS ABOVE 135 TESTED FOR BF, LE AND DAYS TO 250 LBS. PRODUCING FAST PROGRAM • ALL PIGS HAVE INDIVIDUAL BIRTH WEIGHTS 4 LBS. AT BIRTH • OUR DUROCS ARE: BIG FRAMED • LONG • GROWTHY • EFFICIENT • HAVE GREAT PORK QUALITY
As many of you know, here at CEDAR RIDGE we supply elite swine genetics to customers from numerous countries around the world as well as the United States. Because of the demand for a variety of different phenotypic types from different customers worldwide it is important that we maintain numerous bloodlines of each of our breeds so we can supply many genetics options. We try to maintain as many different bloodlines as possible while maintaining a very high level of quality. At most times we have 10-15 or more different bloodlines of Landrace, Yorkshire, and Duroc breeds for you to choose from. While having different phenotypic options we feel it is very important to put an emphasis on two main common denominators:

- Feet and leg soundness and structural correctness
- Healthy hogs

Therefore we can supply:

- Extremely high maternal, high indexing Landrace and Yorkshire
- Dual purpose Landrace and Yorkshire (high maternal with extra leanness, muscle, and growth)
- Extreme fast growth and efficient Durocs
- Very lean and heavy muscled Durocs
- Tall, long, and leaner genetics
- Wide, thick and tough genetics

No matter what your philosophy or preference we can supply you with quality genetics that will work for you!
The late Fred and Betty Grohmann's six sons, (l-r) Freddie, Mike, Randy, Dennis, Stan and Bob, with their families, own and operate Cedar Ridge, selling seedstock worldwide.

Cedar Ridge Farms was established in 1955 by the late Fred and Betty Grohmann. The focus has always been on breeding better swine genetics. Cedar Ridge emphasizes quality and believes our seedstock is the best you'll find anywhere in the world. In fact, we have sold our breeding stock worldwide, having sold hogs to many countries and virtually every state in the U.S.

Guests are always welcome to visit our production center to view and select purchases. Our experienced staff will assist you in identifying the right genetics for your needs. However, if you cannot visit, we will select and deliver animals that meet or exceed your expectations. We will back your genetic investment with our unmatched guarantee. We work for you and with you before, during and after the sale to ensure your satisfaction. We have the genetics, selection and support services to meet your needs. More importantly, we cherish you as a friend and customer. We want to help you succeed!

The Grohman family would like to extend a big THANK YOU to all past and present customers for entrusting us with your genetic needs!